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quite a bit of the root system. I have, on many occasions pruned 
all the roots on maples and elms with good results. !is may 
appear severe to beginners, but it is safe at this time of the year 
and stage of the future bonsai. 
 Sharp tools are important to make clean cuts. Remove any 
long and heavy roots, which prohibit the tree from standing 
on its own. A bow saw or reciprocating saw is used to make a 
single horizontal cut at the bottom of the trunk. Fine, "brous 
roots are not needed at this time so do not be afraid to remove 
them. !is type of drastic root pruning is hard on plants, but 
they quickly recover. I would rather “shock” the plant once in 
the beginning of its development rather than to “wait” a few 

years until it recovers. O#en when one waits a few years to prune 
additional or heavy trunks, branches or roots, the shock kills 
the tree. I would rather have the plant die right away if it is not 
strong enough before investing many years in its training. !is 
is an important lesson I have learned through the decades of 
actively developing classical bonsai, many of which are featured 
throughout this book.
 Upon completion of removing any heavy trunk or branches 
each wound is carefully shaped. It is important that the wounds 
on deciduous species, especially maples are deep. If the wound 
is slightly depressed, the new callus tissue will extend beyond 
the trunk and look ugly. Also, make the wounds elliptical with 

A!er drastic pruning a "eld grown Trident maple root system is washed 
to remove all the heavy old soil.

A reciprocating saw is o!en used to remove the bulk of the roots when 
drastic pruning and common transplanting using a sharp blade.

Fine "brous feeder root development a!er removing coarse soil. Bottom view of the trunk showing a developing radial surface root system.

An abundance of vigorous new roots have grown in the "rst three years 
a!er potting using a coarse soil size.

A straight cut was initially made when shortening the height of the Trident 
maple. Note the section which died back and will now be removed.

!e top died back to 
the line and will be 
carved to remove all 
dead wood
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Drastic pruning removes large sections of trunk or branches. 
When drastic pruning to initially create a bonsai the plant 
is generally pruned back to the trunk or branches only, with 
no foliage remaining. Bonsai being redesigned o!en have the 
branches entirely removed.
 Although any species can be drastically pruned maples, 
deciduous and broadleaf evergreens respond much quicker 
to this technique because the dormant or adventitious buds 
respond much quicker than narrow leaf evergreens. Broadleaf 
evergreen species which respond well to drastic pruning include: 
azalea, rhododendron, gardenia, "g and holly. However, Japanese 
andromeda, box and camellia do better with a minimum 
amount of foliage rather than complete removal. Many tropical 
or subtropical species are also usually drastically pruned leaving
no foliage. It is dangerous, if not fatal, to drastic prune and 
remove all foliage for narrow leaf evergreen species for bonsai.
 Deciduous species which respond quickly to drastic pruning
for bonsai include: maple, elm, zelkova, apple, crabapple, serissa,
#owering quince, Chinese quince, hornbeam, privet, pomegranate, 
bougainvillea and crape myrtle. Larch and dawn redwood are 
deciduous species which do not respond well to drastic pruning. 
Beech and cut leaf cultivars of Japanese maples are not as 
vigorous as other deciduous species and should be drastically 
pruned with caution.
 I have successfully used the following drastic pruning and 
training techniques to create and develop many of the bonsai 
featured here for the past "!y years in Illinois, West Virginia 
and upstate New York.

Timing
Late winter to early spring is the best time to drastic prune 
deciduous species. Timing depends on local weather conditions 
and a!ercare. $e drastically pruned plants should not be 
allowed to freeze and should be kept in a frost-free location. It 
is best to drastically prune early in the season to allow a longer 
growing period. Later in spring may be the best in areas that 
are prevalent to late spring frosts. Plants can also be drastically 
pruned in late winter if kept in a greenhouse or other area until 
the danger of frost is over.
 Ideally, the plants should have swelling buds and just begin-
ning to grow. However, I have had excellent results with 
maples even when the new buds were lengthening.

Pruning Trunk, Branches And Roots
First decide on the height of the future bonsai and prune the trunk 
approximately one third below that area. I prefer to make a 
straight cut across the trunk, not diagonal. It can be altered later 
on when the new shoots have grown and the actual dieback 
area can be determined. Most specimens usually dieback a bit.
 Carefully inspect the trunk for the surface roots, size, taper 
and shape, and then eliminate the defects. Proceed to the branch-
es and "rst remove all heavy and wild branches which will not 
add to the future design. O!en, all the branches are removed 
and are easily and quickly regrown.
 Next the root system is pruned a!er the trunk and branches. 
$is is the best opportunity to remove most of the roots. Since 
most, if not all the branches are removed, it is safe to remove

Drastic Pruning Maple & Deciduous Species
Drastic pruning is a training technique for creating a bonsai or changing the size or design of an

established specimen. Normally, drastic pruning is performed once in the development of a bonsai.

A !eld grown ten year old Trident maple grown in Florida before drastic 
pruning for bonsai in February 1993.

Trident maple a"er initial drastic pruning before cleaning and wound 
treatment. Continuing developmental photos for this bonsai on page 105.
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Shishigashira Japanese maple is a cultivar which is commonly 
seen in rare plant nurseries and o!en in bonsai collections 
because of its compact growth and interesting foliage. Bonsai 
artists like the dark green, dense, curled leaves and dwarf 
growth. 
 "is bonsai began as a young #ve year old gra!ed nursery 
stock obtained in 1969. It was potted directly into a small size 
shallow bonsai container and trained primarily by trimming. 
In the mid 1970s a section of copper training wire was allowed 
to remain on the trunk too long and cut into the trunk. "e 
remnants of the wire scar can still be noticed just above the 
gra! union.
 By continued pinching and minimal wiring the bonsai 

began to #ll out during the next twenty years. A larger and 
deeper container was used which quickly hastened the trunk 
and branch development. Suddenly the surface root region 
became beautiful a!er it was slightly covered during the devel-
opmental stage of training. Each year small attractive and 
interesting red $owers appear in May, o!en they form seed.
 In 2011 several di%erent containers were selected for this 
bonsai which resulted in a comprehensive article in the 2011/
NO. 3 issue of International BONSAI.
 "is Shishigashira Japanese maple was displayed in the 
2010 2&' U. S. National Bonsai Exhibition and in the 2011 
34() Mid America Bonsai Exhibit in Chicago, Illinois where it 
received the First Place Award in the Professional Division.

!". !" – S#$%#$&'%#$(' J')'!*%* M')+*

June 2000 – Transplanting into a larger and deeper container the tree 
began to thicken. Notice the wire scars on the lower trunk.

October 2003 – A dark blue glazed container was selected to contrast 
with the orange foliage in autumn.

April 1972 – A!er potting in a shallow bonsai container. June 1981 – "e trunk was rotated to eliminate the ugly trunk curve.
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There are many species of cotoneasters, some are low ground 
covers while others are small trees. For bonsai training species
and cultivars with small !owers and fruit are considered to 
be best. "e Rock cotoneaster is a low growing shrub with 
small fruit. Small leaf cotoneaster, Cotoneaster microphylla and 
Cranberry cotoneaster, Cotoneaster apiculata, are two species 
which are commonly grown for bonsai.
 "e Rock cotoneaster has a horizontal growth habit which 
makes it a good groundcover in the landscape and also a cascade
bonsai specimen. "e !owers and fruit are arranged as a spray 
which is quite attractive.
 "is bonsai was started from common multiple trunk 
nursery stock found at a garden center. Cora Goldsworth worked 
on it during one of my workshops in the early 1980s. When 
designing a bonsai, most students want a single powerful trunk. 
However there is beauty with slender delicate trunks. Each 
species must be considered when designing the basic form. 

Cotoneasters generally do not form single trunks, but rather 
a clump of smaller stems. We looked at the base to #nd the 
surface roots of each trunk and discovered that they were all 
connected underground by a single horizontal trunk. Rather 
than cut away several trunks to emphasize the beauty of a single 
specimen, a sinuous style bonsai was developed. 
 Sinuous style forests are favored to those composed of 
individual specimens because of the care, however they require 
more time to develop.
 A few trunks of the Rock cotoneaster were eliminated and 
the original positions of the others were moved to form a well 
designed forest. Some of the trunks, although connected to a 
larger one, were able to be repositioned for design.
 "e original horizontal trunk, now thirty years later is visible
on the soil surface. A shallow light blue glazed container 
was selected to emphasize the trunk size and the short cloud 
shaped feet emphasize the thin delicate trunks.

!". #$ – R"%& C"'"!()*'(+

October 2007  – !e small fruit slowly become red as they ripen. November 2007 – Autumn coloring varies according to the season.

December 2007  – Small berries persist throughout the winter. November 2011 – Sometimes autumn coloring becomes red.
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Bending Heavy Narrow Leaf Evergreen Trunks & Branches

!e entire length of the trunk needed to be hollowed out to make 
it pliable for bending and shaping. !e trunk splitter tool came 
in handy for splitting along the entire long trunk area.

!e long trunk was completely carved to remove all the dead 
wood so bending a"er ra#a wrapping would be easy to avoid 
snapping the trunk and bark.

Wet ra#a is tightly wrapped around the hollowed out trunk and 
branches before attempting to bend for shaping.

Slowly and carefully Doug McDade and I bent the ra#a wrapped 
trunk to create a more compact form.

A small jig saw was used to remove most of the dead wood areas. 
I held the trunk steady while Doug McDade used the jig saw.

A trunk spliter tool was used to remove additional dead wood in 
the tight areas the jig saw could not reach.

A curved knob 
cutter tool was 
$nally used to 
re$ne the edges 
so the narrow 
ribbon of living 
bark could be 
easily bent.
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For 50 years graduate horticulturist and international bonsai educator, Wm. N. Valavanis,
has studied and perfected his bonsai techniques which are clearly explained in this book. 
He gives guidelines for creating deciduous, narrow leaf evergreen and flowering & fruit-
ing bonsai. Shohin bonsai are depicted and explained in detail. Using his knowledge and 
techniques he demonstrates through photos, the creation of 100 classic bonsai.
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